MAKE IN INDIA WEEK

Following the global success of “Make in India” initiative showcasing the people, policies and partnerships that are driving India’s new manufacturing revolution, Government of India is now organizing a landmark event “Make in India Week” to be held in Mumbai from 13th to 18th February 2016 for capitalizing the growth opportunities.

2. The week long calendar would offer unprecedented access, insights and opportunities to connect and collaborate with India and global Industry leaders/visionaries, academicians, central and state administration.

3. Following will be the salient features of “Make in India Week” event:

   i. **Make in India Center** would be the platform for exhibition of innovative products and manufacturing processes developed in India along with a vision to leverage design, innovation and technology in the backdrop of global manufacturing.

   ii. **Asia Business Forum** would comprise of a series of seminars, CXO meets, roundtables and networking events on economic challenges, investment opportunities, design and innovation. This event would feature Global visionaries and leaders from the fields of finance, industry and design.

   iii. **Hackathon** would be a 24 hour marathon event where coders, engineers and designers collaborate intensively for 24 hours to come up with ideas to solve urban design problems.

3. The detailed information on the Make-in-India week may be accessed on the following web link:

   Make-in-India Week: https://www.dropbox.com/s/cokkczqzux3j5da/Made%20in%20India%20Week.pdf?dl=0

   Make-in-India Center: https://www.dropbox.com/s/zh4yhhhxrbu9tb/Make%20in%20India%20Center.pdf?dl=0

   Teaser on Make-in-India Week (Use Quick Time Player or VLC Player): https://www.dropbox.com/s/wv3prd1yvfyaf58li/MII%20WEEK%20TEASER%20%208Full%20HD%20PRO%20RES%29%20CNN.mov?dl=0